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Theo Mitchell

Greeting
Attorney Theo Mitchell is a
It’s an honor to appear on behalf of
former State Senator from
the late Lyndon LaRouche, and of course
South Carolina, serving in the
Helga. I’ve known him in many ways
South Carolina General Asover the years. And under the circumsembly from 1975-1995. In
stances of knowing him, I learned a lot
1994, shortly after Lyndon Lafrom him.
Rouche was released from
He was a projectionist; he was a preprison, Sen. Mitchell introdictionist. I’m thinking about the Strateduced LaRouche at a confergic Defense Initiative—the SDI. When
ence of the National Black
he proposed the United States, Russia,
Caucus of State Legislators. In
China, and India to get together in a
1995, Sen. Mitchell particiFour-Power
arrangement.
Ronald
LaRouche
Legacy
Foundation
pated in and helped to orgaReagan even used it during the time that
Theo Mitchell
nize public hearings convened
he was President.
by the Commission to InvestiLaRouche was a person who actually
gate Human Rights Violations, to investigate allegacould tell the future. He’s missed, and he’s going to
tions of gross misconduct by the U.S. Department of
continue being missed. He predicted the Operation
Justice, including the case of LaRouche, and the infaFrühmenschen, when the FBI and others took five
mous FBI’s Operation Frühmenschen, which targeted
years of his life from him. Now, he came out [of his
Black and Hispanic elected and public officials, includimprisonment] like nothing had happened. But he
ing Sen. Mitchell himself.
complained about his shoes; that’s the only thing he
This is an edited transcript of his video greetings
complained about. I remember that, didn’t you rememdelivered to the August 14, 2021 LaRouche Legacy
ber, too? His shoes; he said they wouldn’t give him any
Foundation seminar, “On the 50th Anniversary of Lamore shoes.
Rouche’s Stunning Forecast of August 15, 1971: So,
But he was a person who certainly is missed. And as
Are You Finally Willing to Learn Economics?”
a friend, I certainly miss him.

Daisuke Kotegawa

Greeting
Daisuke Kotegawa is a former official in Japan’s Ministry of Finance,
and a former Executive Director for
Japan at the International Monetary
Fund. This is an edited transcript of
his video greeting to the August 14,
2021 LaRouche Legacy Foundation
seminar, “On the 50th Anniversary
of LaRouche’s Stunning Forecast of
August 15, 1971: So, Are You Finally
Willing To Learn Economics?”
As Lyndon LaRouche repeatedly stated, it is the manufacturing
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LaRouche’s Foresight, Then and Now

LaRouche Legacy Foundation

Daisuke Kotegawa

industry that helps human beings
develop, not the financial industry
that the monetarists support.
The Glass-Steagall Act, introduced in 1933 in the United States
to separate investment banking
from commercial banking, was
completely abolished in 1999. This
led to “moral hazard” for the bankers who knew that the government
would always save the banking
groups that included them, both
commercial banks and investment
banks.
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